CBE in the News:

- Engineering honor: National Academy of Engineering elects UD’s Norman Wagner
- Congratulations to E. Terry Papoutsakis who was elected as a Fellow of the AIChE!
- Professor Helgeson Recognized with Excellence in Teaching Award
- Silver electrocatalysts may aid long-term space travel
- YouTube’s first upload: UD grad student had no clue his 2005 video would make internet history
- Doug Godfrin, jointly advised by Norman Wagner and Yun Liu was awarded the NIST Sigma Xi Most Outstanding Poster Presentation Award for Biotechnology, Biology, and Polymers. His poster, entitled: "Cluster Mediated Dynamics and Viscosity in Concentrated Protein Solutions" will be posted in the NIST Main Admin building for two weeks.
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- David Field Obituary
- The Organist

Department Events:

- Inaugural Lecture
  Dr. Raul Lobo
  Tuesday, March 3, 2015
  4:00 PM in 116 Gore Hall

Future CBE Events:

- 2015 Delaware Membrane Protein Symposium
  Monday, May 4, 2015
  Clayton Hall Conference Center
  Symposium’s website
  Registration is free, but please complete the on-line registration so that they can plan accordingly.

- 2015 UDEI Annual Symposium - The Clean Energy Challenge!
  Wednesday, May 13, 2015
  Clayton Hall Conference Center
  Online registration is open
  (link: http://goo.gl/forms/JLoCUv7jaN)

Other Department Seminars/Events:

- Nancy DaSilva, UC Irvine’s Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science
  Monday, February 23, 2015
  11:00 AM in 102 DBI
  "Engineering of Yeast for the Synthesis of Biorenewable Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals"

- Astronomy and Space Physics Seminar
  Dr. Gordon Richards, Drexel University
  Tuesday, February 24, 2015
  4:00 PM in 215 Sharp Lab
  "Super-massive black holes: rulers of the universe?"
  "Mechanics of Hydrogen-Bonded Materials"
• **MEEG Seminar**  
  Ling Liu, Utah State University  
  Tuesday, February 24, 2015  
  10:00 AM in 106 CCM  
  "Mechanics of Hydrogen-Bonded Materials"

• **Mathematical Science Department**
  o **Discrete Mathematics Seminar**  
    Vitaly Voloshin, Troy University  
    Friday, February 23, 2015  
    5:00 PM in 336 Ewing  
    "1912-2015: One hundred+ years of chromatic polynomial"
  o **Applied Mathematics and Mathematical Medicine and Biology Seminar**  
    Thierry Platini, Coventry University  
    Tuesday, February 24, 2015  
    3:30 PM in 336 Ewing  
    "Exact and approximate distributions for stochastic model of gene expression"

• **2015 National Engineers Week – Dean’s Guest Lecture**  
  Dr. Lori Breslow, MIT  
  Thursday, February 26, 2015  
  4:00 PM in 215 Sharp Lab  
  "Strategic Teaching: An Approach to the Complexity of Pedagogical Design"

**Jobs/Recruiting**

Available positions can be found on the Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering opportunity website ([http://www.che.udel.edu/biz/OppIndex.html](http://www.che.udel.edu/biz/OppIndex.html)), so be sure to check it regularly.